
SpaceShare Carpooling: Internship Opportunity

Transit & Urban Planning:
Instituting a Rideshare Program

Do you dream of a world of well designed communities using busses and trains,
surrounded by protected green space?  Live in a world of asphalt, surrounded by traffic-
congealed single occupancy vehicles?  Ready to stop dreaming & get to work on the
early stages of the transition?

Our Goals and Vision

SpaceShare is building the technological tools to make carpooling much easier.  We’ve
started with tools for large events such as conferences and festivals, and are working
on more.

• How do we get cities to encourage large events to institute carpool programs?
• How do we build better college carpool systems?
• How do we inspire the cultural changes to go along with the technological tools?

Your Role

1) Work with city planning departments & tourist bureaus to have them encourage
events in their city to carpool and adopt other environmental changes.

2) Network with environmental allies.

3) Outreach & Education for festivals and cultural events, encouraging them to
encourage their attendees to carpool.  If the tools are available, how do we make
people move beyond their single occupancy cars?  Can we make carpooling a normal
part of the “Saturday at a concert in the park” experience?

Who is this for

Perfect for a self-motivated, creative graduate student (undergraduate applications will
be considered) interested in urban or transportation planning, or related environmental
studies; you will be able to make many contacts in the field, offer creative solutions.  We
are primarily Oakland based but all telecommute; hours negotiable; summer and fall
applications accepted, and class projects rather than internships are possible.

To Apply

To learn more about us, see http://www.spaceshare.com/index.php/vision
Questions are welcome, contact Stephen at info@spaceshare.com or 510-520-6175.
To apply, email a cover letter & resume (or similar) to   info@spaceshare.com


